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Neuro-Science
A. We have 3 Brains that are (generally
speaking) at odds with each other.
~ Reptile Brain (protection, survival, heartbeat)
~ Mammal Brain (nurturing, connection,
communal)
~ Human Brain (conceptual, abstract, beliefs)
>>> Directly Related to the 3 Gunas <<<
B. RAS focuses our attention. How we see
the world based on the interplay between the
3 Brains.
~ Form beliefs based on what we have seen and
experienced.
~ We see what we are looking for and negate
everything else.
~ Filter situations through this perspective.
C. Cognitive Biases
~ Change blindness – we do not notice what is
changing or contemplate what is missing
(passively)
~ We believe we are seeing the full picture
(when asked most believe they would recognize
changes).
~ Remembering only affirmation
~ Rejecting possible future because it has not
arrived
~ Logical fallacies 	
  
	
  

Quantum Mechanics – From Energy to Form
A. Electrons (and smaller particles) are
seemingly everywhere at once.
~ Double slit experiment
~ They make a “Quantum Leap” from one thing to
another. What exists between these regions?
~ Particles are “Waves” until we observe them
(String theory) – it can be anything / anywhere until
we observe it.
~ Observation / attention forces the particle to
appear as “something” – then all other possibilities
disappear.
Called the QUANTUM ENIGMA
~ Predictable Probability – there is a “ratio of
probability” of certain outcomes. (God DOES play
dice!)
~ Entangled particles – observing one also affects
the other. Einstein termed it SPOOKY ACTION
~ Einstein was searching for the “Unified Field” that
explained this action.
~ Thinkers like John Hagelin propose that
“consciousness” is the unified field.
B. Standard Model
~ Particles interact with forces to give rise to forms,
from this energetic level.
~ Recent discovery of Higgs Boson (force)
confirms the existence of a field that interacts with
certain forces	
  

A Few Conclusions / Confirmations:
1. Attention / intention creates something out nothing – or FORCES a result from the unlimited
possibilities that exist. (Affirmed by Quantum Enigma)
2. Each particular moment any choice is possible, but within the framework of THAT moment. The
circumstances of that moment are determined by the past actions (Karma).
3. Probability of one action instead of another is a known ratio on the quantum level and karmic one.
We can always guide to the highest potential. (Chart factors, ratio of probability)
4. The current choice / outcome is framed by what we are focusing on (RAS)
5. Affecting one thing with our attention also energetically affects something else that is entangled
with it. Spooky action indeed!
6. Our limiting beliefs are controlling us from a very deep level (RAS / 3 Brains), understanding these
brains / Gunas is key to unraveling the higher dimensions of “consciousness / presence”.
7. Astrology factors (natal chart, transits, dasas) is showing the aggregate of the past tendencies
toward a probable outcome and the potential to focus on the highest possibility.
8. As astrologers we need to always remember that the highest / best outcome is always a possibility.
First we have to know what that is and then we need to express it correctly.

